Abstract. We propose a new method to compute the dimensional variations of fem or ferro magnetic materials induced by an electromagnetic wave. The algorithm used derives from a mechanical finite element method to solve stress and strain states of a solid. Magnetostriction is written using a quadratic relationship between deformation and magnetization. The results of the numerical computation for nickel samples show the complete frequency spectrum of magneto elastic modes of free standing or clamped sample. Experimental data obtained by measuring frequency dispersion permeabilities shows the coupling rays which are within 3.5% agreement with the computed frequencies of magneto elastic modes .
INTRODUCTION
The coupling of electromagnetic waves and magneto-elastic modes is at the origin of different phenomena, such as vibrations, noises or mechanical losses in magnetic circuits [l] . Recently numerical approaches [2] have been developed, allowing the computation of more complex situations, specially from the point of view of the boundary conditions occurring in magnetostatic deformation. Besides, experimental techniques have been improved [3] to detect such modes during dynamic excitations. Here, we propose a numerical method, using finite elements, whlch enables the computation of the broad band spectrum of magneto elastic modes of a ferri or ferromagnetic material. In what follows, one can replace ferromagnetics by ferrimagnetics without having anything to change in the formalism. In fact, for ferro or ferri isotropic polycrystals, the theoretical descriptions of the saturation magnetostriction are the same [4, 5] . The rotation mechanisms of magnetization behave in the same way for both type of materials, so our theory can be applied as well for ferrimagnetics. The chosen algorithm is fairly classical [6] in mechanics. The Joule magnetostriction is introduced by means of a quadratic relationship between relative deformation and magnetization. Further, an experimental validation is realized by measuring the permeability spectra which clearly exhibit sharp peaks resulting from the coupling between electromagnetic waves and deformation modes.
MECHANICAL PROBLEM
The continuous medium is divided into volume elements linked by a finite number of nodal points where fictive forces originating from the stress distribution are applied. From the stress deformation relationsbp for each element, it is possible to deduce the properties of the medium and to analyse its behaviour. The algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, the static computation of the equilibrium equations of the forces and the constraints existing at the boundaries are implemented. Second, the dynamic aspect are introduced in the previous equations by including inertial and frictional forces. The solution to this linear elastic problem is enclosed in the principle of minimum energy. The computation considers magnetostriction as an initial deformation of the element, then v e r~e s all the equilibrium and boundary conditions in the element and between elements, in order to evaluate the real displacement of a node structure. Intrinsic material properties needed are density, Young's modulus and Poisson coefficient. The time dependence of the magnetostriction deformation is expressed as an initial deformation in a Dirac field excitation. The result of the computation is the displacement of a node of the structure versus time. Applying the Fourier transform finally gives the broad band spectrum of the mechanical modes.
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The Joule magnetostriction is considered in this work just like any other common initial deformation such as the& expansion, shrinkage etc ... For polycrystals there is no exact relationship between relative magnetostriction and magnetization. Like other authors [7] we use a quadratic approximation to describe a near saturation state expressed as Practically we consider a disk shaped thin layer of a saturated material along the x direction. The disk is set in the xy plane. Mf =%-dM is the final state, Mi=Ms is the initial state of magnetization, with Mi along the x direction. Ms is the saturation magnetization. In weak sign& approximation, SM is proportional to the rotation of magnetization, it is also proportional to the rotation susceptibility of the material and hence to the amplitude of the applied field. The magnetostriction deformation introduced in the computation satides the volume conservation. In these expressions it is worth noting that the deformation is more than merely related to the coefficient of magnetostriction since it is also the produce of three fundamental characteristics of the material, namely, the saturation magnetization, susceptibility, and magnetostriction coefficient. The time dependence introduced in the calculation can be a Dirac or a harmonic function, dependmg on the finali?y of the investigation.
RESULTS
The structure is a cylindrical sample of pure nickel (4 18 mm, thickness :0.1 rnm) which can be either free standing or clamped to a substrate. The sample is meshed into 180 elements. What comes out first is the y displacement versus time for a selected node at the edge of the sample. In order to extract the excited magneto-elastic frequencies we just apply a Fourier transform. A discrete line spectrum of magneto elastic modes in the range of 0.1 to 1 MHz is thus obtained. An experimental validation is realized by measuring the permeability of the same sample using a coil perturbation method and an impedance meter. The magnetic field is a harmonic field sweeping frequencies from 100 Hz to 1 MHz. The magneto elastic modes excited by the harmonic field create a strong perturbation phenomenon which is easily detected on the measured permeability curve (fig 2) . The calculation (fig 1) show the same set of 4 main computed lines with an accuracy of 3.5% with respect to the frequency values. A finer frequency sweeping allows to index each peak, even peak three which is not detectable on the broad spectrum. The fine sweeping shows as the calculation that the relative ray amplitudes decrease with frequency. This coupling which behaves like a perturbation phenomena does not contribute to the magnetization process. In conclusion, the experimental results validate our theoretical approach, thereby providing an efficient tool to investigate more complex structures.
